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Some prominent journalists say 1)what

archaeologists should work with treasure hunters

because treasure hunters 2)have been accumulated

valuable historical artifacts that can 3)to reveal

much about the past. But archaeologists are not 4)

asking to cooperate with tomb robbers, 5)they also

have valuable historical artifacts. The quest for

profit and the search for knowledge cannot 6)be

coexisted in archaeology 7)because the time factor.

Rather incredibly, one archaeologist employed by

a treasure hunting firm 8)saying that as long as

archaeologists 9)given six months to study

shipwrecked artifacts before they 10)sell, no

historical knowledge is lost! On the contrary,

archaeologists and assistants from the INA

(Institute of Nautical Archaeology) 11)need more

than a decade of year-round conservation before

they could even 12)be cataloged all the finds from

an eleventh-century AD wreck they 13)excavated.

Then, to interpret those finds, they had to learn

Russian, Bulgarian, and Romanian, without 14)

them they 15)will never learn the true nature of

the site. Could a “commercial archaeologist” have

waited more than a decade or so before 16)sell the

finds?
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Technological advances will enable

high-performance athletes 17)move faster, jump

higher, hit harder, and 18)improving their

consistency. However, some advances may also

carry increased risk to the athlete's body, 19)this

may not stand up to the increased forces of

movement. As a result, injury monitoring is

critical in order to prevent harm to elite athletes

who 20)embracing new technology. A good

example can 21)find in the rush 22)install synthetic

turf on football fields some 30 years ago. Athletes

could run faster and jump higher on the artificial

turf, but the rate of injuries 23)explode 24)because

of human joints simply could not withstand the

force. As a result, athletes and coaches forced a

return to natural grass fields in order to 25)be

protected athletes' careers and health.
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Scott Adams, the creator of Dilbert, one of the

most successful comic strips of all time, 26)saying

27)that two personal letters dramatically changed

his life. One night he was 28)to watch a PBS-TV

program about cartooning, 29)which he decided to

write to the host of the show, Jack Cassady, to

ask for his advice about 30)become a cartoonist.

31)Many to his surprise, he heard back from

Cassady within a 32)little weeks in the form of a

handwritten letter. The letter 33)was advised

Adams 34)to not discourage if he received early

rejections. Adams got 35)inspiring and 36)submit

some cartoons, but he was quickly 37)to reject. 38)

Not following Cassady's advice, he became 39)

discouraging, put his materials away, and decided

to forget cartooning as a career. About fifteen

months later, he was 40)surprising to receive yet

41)the other letter from Cassady, especially since

he 42)hasn't thanked him for his original advice.

He acted again on Cassady's encouragement, but

this time he stuck with it and 43)obvious hit it

big.
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One Summer Sunday morning Carl was waiting

for Captain Lewis at the door of his father's

cottage. The hells above him 44)was ringing for

church, and he was 45)expected every moment 46)

what his father would pass him, as 47)usually, 48)

on his books under his arm and a kindly word

for the child on his lips, on his way into the

church. But this morning, 49)because he could see

at the far end of the sunlit street the figure of

the captain 50)was marching toward him, he 51)has

seen nothing of his father. 52)Feared that

something 53)might delay his father, or that he

might although that seemed impossible— — 54)

have been forgotten the time, he turned, and ran

up the stairs to his father's room. It was a small

room near his own, the big, best bedroom 55)

which he 56)has been born 10 years earlier and 57)

which his mother 58)has died, 59)being never used

and was always kept clean and 60)neatly behind

its closed door.
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Apocalypse Now, a film 61)was produced and

directed by Francis Ford Coppola, 62)has gained

widespread popularity, and for good reason. The

film is an adaptation of Joseph Conrad's novel

Heart of Darkness, 63)this 64)are set in the African

Congo at the end of the 19th century. Unlike the

original novel, Apocalypse Now 65)are set in

Vietnam and Cambodia 66)while the Vietnam War.

The setting, time period, dialogue and 67)the other

incidental details are changed but the fundamental

narrative and themes of Apocalypse Now 68)is the

same as 69)that of Heart of Darkness. 70)Either

describe a physical journey, 71)reflects the central

character's mental and spiritual journey, down a

river to confront the deranged Kurtz character,

who 72)represented the worst aspects of

civilisation. By 73)give Apocalypse Now a setting

that was contemporary at the time of its release,

audiences were able to experience and 74)

identifying with 75)their themes more easily than

they would have if the film 76)has been a literal

adaptation of the novel.
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Availability on the part of parents 77)giving

children a strong sense of worth, 78)creates in 79)it

a feeling of 80)wanting. It communicates to

children a powerful message about how 81)

importantly they are to their parents. The sense

of worthiness 82)generating in children by the

feeling of 'being wanted' 83)known to be very vital

for their psychological and all-round development.

On the other hand, the "I do not matter to

anybody" feeling 84)is generated by a sense of

being unwanted as a result of regular and long

absence on the part of parents 85)know to have

grave repercussions in terms of the child's

personality and emotional maturity.
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Feedback is usually most effective when you 86)are

offer it at the earliest opportunity, particularly if

your objective is 87)taught someone a skill. For

example, if you are teaching your friend 88)what

to make your famous egg rolls, you 89)are provide

a step-by-step commentary as you watch your

pupil. If he makes a mistake, you don't wait until

the egg rolls 90)will be finished to tell him 91)what

he left out the cabbage. He needs immediate

feedback to finish the rest of the sequence

successfully. Sometimes, however, if a person is

already sensitive and upset about something, 92)

delay feedback can be wise. 93)Using your critical

thinking skills to analyze when feedback will do

the most good. Rather than automatically offering

immediate correction, 94)using the just-in-time

approach and 95)provides feedback just before the

person might make 96)the other mistake.
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Quota sampling is a technique 97)which the

researcher chooses a sample that 98)reflect the

make-up, in numerical terms, of the wider

population. So, for example, if a researcher

wanted to study gender differences in first-year

undergraduate psychology students, and the wider

population 99)is comprised a 60/40 per cent split

females/males, then the sample must 100)comprise

of this same ratio of, females to males. Thus, in

a sample population of, say, 100 participants, the

sample would 101)containing 60 females and 40

males. This quota system can also 102)use for 103)

another factors, such as age, ethnic background,

etc. Like all techniques, quota sampling 104)do

have its drawbacks. For example, it can be

time-consuming and the researcher would still

need to 105)be considered exactly 106)what the

subgroups that 107)are made up the sample 108)

selected: e.g., what if those who 109)selected refuse

to participate — 110)what might this 111)affecting

the representativeness of the sample?
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1) that

2) have accumulated

3) reveal

4) asked

5) who

6) coexist

7) because of

8) said

9) are given

10) are sold

11) needed

12) catalog

13) had excavated

14) which

15) would never have learned

16) selling

17) to move

18) improve

19) which

20) embrace

21) be found

22) to install

23) exploded

24) because

25) protect

26) says

27) that

28) watching

29) when

30) becoming

31) Much

32) few

33) advised

34) not to be discouraged

35) inspired

36) submitted

37) rejected.

38) Not following

39) discouraged,

40) surprised

41) another

42) hadn't

43) obviously

44) were

45) expecting

46) that

47) usual,

48) with

49) although

50) marching

51) had

52) Fearing

53) might have delayed

54) have forgotten

55) in which

56) had

57) in which

58) had

59) was

60) neat

61) produced

62) gained

63) which

64) is

65) is

66) during

67) other

68) are

69) those

70) Both

71) reflecting

72) represents

73) giving

74) identify

75) its

76) had been

77) gives

78) creating

79) them

80) being wanted

81) important

82) generated

83) is known

84) generated

85) has been known

86) offer

87) to teach

88) how

89) provide

90) are finished

91) that

92) delaying

93) Use

94) use

95) provide

96) another

97) whereby

98) reflects
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99) comprised

100) be comprised

101) contain

102) be used

103) other

104) does

105) consider

106) how

107) make up

108) are selected:

109) are selected

110) how

111) affect


